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                                                                    Subject-EVS
                                                                     Chapter-3
                                                   Topic- Food chain and Food web
                                                                Worksheet No-6

Note- Before attempting the question and answers you must check the link given below 
Which will help you understand the chapter thoroughly.
You can download the assignment or if you do not have the facility to get printout then you 
can ask your ward to copy the assignment in a simple notebook and must do question and 
answers in the notebook. 

Link- https://youtu.be/MKBrmyXKbjQ

                                                                  NOTES:
 Food chain -Food chain is the chain formed when plants are eaten by animals which are then 

eaten by other animals.
 Food chain was coined by Charles Eaton in 1927.
 Food web – Different interconnected food chains join together and form food web.
 Food chains and food webs maintain a healthy balance in the population of living things on the 

earth.
 Endangered species is an animal or plant species that is in danger of becoming extinct.
 Causes of extinction of plants and animals are –

 Increase in the number of predators.
 Climate changes.
 Loss of natural habitat.

                                                                     WORKSHEET:

Q1- Learn and write the answer of the following questions-

 What is a food chain and a food web?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

 What are the causes of extinction of plants and animals?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

https://youtu.be/MKBrmyXKbjQ


 Choose correct answer –
 An animal that naturally preys on other-   ________________
 No longer alive-   _________________
 An individual animal or a plant-   _________________
 A natural substance that gives a plant or an animal its colour-   _________________

                        Organism , extinct , predator , pigment

 From the organisms below, list down the producers, consumers and decomposers in their 
proper heading.

              Mushroom                                           Algae                                         Rice plant
              Bacteria                                                Grass                                         Caterpillar
              Chicken                                                 Insects                                      Earthworm
              Lizard                                                     Pechay                                     Worms

            Producers            Consumers             Decomposers

 Make a model showing food chain. (Ref- https://youtu.be/TfQOPid76hw )
 Write a  story about the picture-

                                              

 
 Create your own food web in the box-

https://youtu.be/TfQOPid76hw


                                                                                                          
        Nisha Mittal (5th B)


